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arc Whitney is widely recognized by collectors and artists alike as one of the
most talented living painters of the classical realist tradition. Marc’s signature

captures of life - unmade beds, nudes, floral arrangements, are found in museums and
private collections around the globe, he is courted by some of the most prestigious gal-
leries in the world, but he is proud to call Laguna Beach home. Marc considers his
paintings poetic and they are... as is his life.

Whitney began his formal art education at age 14, when he received a summer
scholarship to what is now the Laguna College of Art + Design. It was the late 60‘s and
he bummed rides into Laguna from Huntington Beach to study by day, and hang out
with local working artists at night. It was a colorful time for Laguna- a time of no rules
and wild fun and he soaked it all in.

In his first few years of college while taking science classes and looking for his path,
he met a girl who had a paint set. He asked to borrow her paint set and fell in love. She
swept him off his feet and in turn, he swept her off hers. Together they traveled to

Philadelphia, where he spent a
decade in intensive classical training
at several art schools including the
Frudakis Academy of Fine Arts, the
University of the Arts, and the presti-
gious Pennsylvania Academy of Fine
Arts.

In the early 90‘s, Jackie and Marc
would later marry and return to La-
guna Beach and when other gallery
owners didn’t “get” his work, the solu-
tion was easy - they opened their own
space. Marc’s work speaks to people
in an intelligent manner - allowing
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Unmade Bed with Slippers and Nightstand  30’x 40’ OilMarc Whitney 

Table Setting with Pink and Green Glass  26’x 48’ OilFruit Bowl II 12’x 12’ Oil

Marc Whitney
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Sink with Blue Toothbrush Tooth 18’x 24’ Oil



each viewer to have a unique experience. His
paintings not overly cluttered with a multi-
tude of items, with the focus on mood, philos-
ophy and storytelling - a highly personal
experience. It was only natural that Jackie be
the one to sell Marc’s work.

Over the past twenty years, Marc and
Jackie have been a staple of the Laguna art
community and now have collectors all over
the world. Marc and Jackie warmly welcome
visitors to their gallery and it is easy to spend
an afternoon talking art and life. In turn, La-
guna has bonded with them. Fittingly to those
who live next door to the massive body entity
called the Pacific, Marc focuses more energy
on water. He paints before or after a rain-
storm when the ocean is at her moodiest, cre-
ating a sense of drama through large
atmospheric brush strokes. Like a soulful lay-
ered melody that walks softly but draws you
in with glorious polyphony, his pieces are
masterful works.

Whitney Gallery is located in the heart of 
downtown Laguna Beach at 305 Forest Avenue. 
For additional information and hours, please visit
marcwhitney.com or call (949) 497-4322.

Bronze final of recently commissioned bust of
noted Orange County resident Gavin Herbert by
Marc Whitney. Installed in the lobby of the
newly opened Gavin Herbert Eye Institute on
the campus of UCI.
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Day Break 40’x 30’ Oil
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